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On a 2011 blog post, Vernon seemed surprised and even dismissive of the fact that his music is still appreciated by millions, so
it was rather peculiar when he began crooning on Woods as if this was just another performance, rather than a surprise to

himself. The same is true of the song, AVM. And then there is HIDING, a sleepy stoner jam and slow-cooked lullaby, a nod to the
Bon Iver featured on the First Kneeling album released on Vernons label last year. As I talk to people about this album, I notice

that in my gender-stereotyped culture, the people who are most surprised by its novelty are men. I think this is probably
because most people assume that im just some nerdy white girl desperately looking for cool stuff, so Im thankful to have a small
group of men be like, oh damn! I never thought of this guy as a legitimate musical force. Still, For Emma is a solo effort without

much outside influence. A handful of artists are reportedly credited in the liner notes, but only Ed is given a name. Yet once I get
through the vocals, the lyrics, and the framing of the songs, I feel like I get the whole experience of how it feels to listen to this

album. When examining my relationship with Bon Iver, I dont know that I can say that I have a very prominent place in their
story. And I certainly havent experienced the harrowing difficulties theyve faced with their label like their fans have, since

theyve been through the odd bit of control for over a decade. I have, however, followed their progress since around 2009, so I
can say a few things that will make sense for you to consider. When For Emma is released, it doesnt feel like weve come to the
end of Bon Ivers story so much as the beginning, or maybe even the return of the second act. This is something that appeals to

me, since I think I still have a lot left to say about my favorite band of all time.
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Real, just like áll my other favorite artists, really have their own identity on the Web and in the music world, so I'm really happy
that they have taken the time to make music videos for all of their songs. In Bon Iver's case, those videos are focused on the

song that is promoting the album, which is “Woods.” Bon Iver's music videos offer the perfect combination of scenic vistas, lush
green forests, and adorable woodland creatures on an otherwise bleak landscape. The first video they released, for “Woods” in

2011, found the band in the not-too-distant woods of Wisconsin, filling the sky with clouds and trees, wrangling spring-time
animals, wearing clothes that probably belong to their late high school years, and engaging in what must have been for them a

joyfully absurd fun. U2 did it first, of course, with One, but this isnt the only place where Bon Iver have sung of infinite skies,
their core sound being a wordless and unhurried soul, something somehow timeless in its dreamy calm and snow flake

prettiness. The essence of Bon Iver's music is constantly changing. I can't deny their influence, but not everything they do is the
same. I'm confident that the most recent Bon Iver release, Half Way Home (2017), will deliver a bit of the same magic that made

For Emma, the band's debut, so special. With only ten songs, it also allowed each one to sing out for itself, be it slow and
sorrowful or fast and buzzing. Half Way Home is not my favorite Bon Iver album. I love this band. I enjoy their ethereal beauty.
Simultaneously eerie and invigorating. The video is very interesting. It’s the only Bon Iver song (to my knowledge) that’s filmed
in a studio. Bon Iver’s live shows also combine the acoustic and electronic aspects, but most of the band’s songs contain verses
that are sung entirely by Vernon. More than anything else, the songs are about a feeling of love and loss. The music is layered

and electronic, and its composed in such a way to feel as fresh and incongruous as possible. 5ec8ef588b
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